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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider linear fractional transformations
a q bw
t w [ ; ad y bc / 0 1.1 .  .
c q dw
with complex coefficients, a, b, c, d g C. They map the Riemann sphere
Ã  4C s C j ` bijectively onto itself. We shall therefore use the chordal
metric
< <¡ 2 w y w1 2
if w , w / `1 22 2< < < <’ ’1 q w 1 q w1 2~d w , w s 1.2 .  .1 2 2
if w s `.22¢ < <’1 q w1
 .Since confusion is not likely to occur, we shall also let d w, A and
Ã .d A, B denote the chordal distance between a set A : C and a point
Ã Ãw g C, and between two sets A, B : C. The convergence results obtained
in this paper are always with respect to the chordal metric, unless other-
wise stated.
Ã w xLet V be an open subset of C, and let « ) 0. In accordance with 5 we
 .  .use M V to denote the class of linear fractional transformations 1.1«
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which map V into itself, omitting some circular disk with center c g V,t
Ã  .the closure of V in C, and chordal radius « . The center c may dependt
 .on t, and the omitted disk does not have to be contained in V. Still, M V«
may be empty unless V and « are chosen properly. The question addressed
  . .in this paper is assuming that M V / B whether this contraction«
property is strong enough to ensure locally uniform convergence with
.respect to the chordal metric in V of the sequence
T w [ t ( t ( ??? ( t w ; t g M V 1.3 .  .  .  .n 1 2 n k «
to a constant function. Actually, it follows from the arguments in this
 .paper that if T w converges for a w g V, then one of the following twon
situations occurs:
 .S1. T w converges uniformly in V to a constant function.n
Ã .S2. T w converges locally uniformly in C _ ­ V to a constant func-n
Ãtion, where ­ V denotes the boundary of V in C.
It is also clear that the value of this constant function is a number in V.
Results of this type are very useful in the convergence theory for
 .continued fractions, where we also require that t ` s 0. This is thek
background for the choice of the title of this paper. They also have
applications in dynamical systems.
The results obtained easily extend to the case where V is a more general
Ã 0subset of C with a nonempty interior V , where we require that the center
0of the omitted disk is contained in V . If ` f V, the convergence results
are also true in the euclidean metric.
Ã .THEOREM 1.1. Let t g M V for n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , where V : C is openn «
 4and « ) 0. Let t ha¨e a subsequence which con¨erges in V to a function tn 1
 .   .4such that t V : V, where V is an open set containing V. Then T w gi¨ en1 n
 .  .by 1.3 con¨erges uniformly with respect to the chordal metric in V to a
constant function.
Remarks.
Ã .1. Since M V / B in Theorem 1.1, it follows that C _ V / B, and«
Ãthus there is room for the larger open set V in C.1
w x2. It is a consequence of 5, Theorem 4.4 , restated as Theorem C in
 4Section 3 of this paper, that t always has a subsequence which eithern
Ã  .converges uniformly in C to a t g M V , or locally uniformly in V to a«
constant function.
 43. One can prove that t has a subsequence which converges inn
y1  .4a larger open set V containing V if and only if t w ; w g1 n 0 0
Ã  .C _ lim T V , has a limit point f ­ V.n
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4. We have
D [ T V s T t V ; T V s D for n s 2, 3, 4, . . . . .  .  . .n n ny1 n ny1 ny1
1.4 .
 4Since D is a nested sequence of closed sets, the limit D [ lim D existsn n
 .and is nonempty. If D contains only one point, then T w convergesn
uniformly in V to this point. Otherwise it follows from the proof of
 .  4Theorem 1.1 in Section 2 to come that every orbit g ,n
Ã y1g g C _ D , g [ t g for n s 1, 2, 3, . . . 1.5 .  .0 n n ny1
Ãaccumulates on the boundary of V as n ª `. g g C _ D if and only if0
Ã .  .g g C _ V for some n g N. Hence, if t g M V , and there is an orbitn n «
 .  .1.5 which does not ha¨e all its limit points on ­ V, then T w con¨ergesn
uniformly in V to a constant function.
This condition is however harder to check, in general.
w xTheorem 1.1 is related to previous results in 1, Corollary 2.3; 3 . This is
even clearer from the following corollary.
ÃCOROLLARY 1.2. Let V : C be an open set, and let K be a compact
 .  4  .subset chordal metric of V. Let t be a sequence from M V which has an 0
 4  .   .4subsequence t such that t V ; K for all k. Then T w con¨ergesn n nk k
uniformly in V to a constant function.
Also in the case where D contains more than one point, we may have
 .convergence of T w in V.n
Ã .THEOREM 1.3. Let t g M V for n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , where V : C is openn «
Ã 4  4and « ) 0. If there exist two sequences ¨ and w from C, bounded awayn n
  .  . .from ­ V i.e., lim inf d ¨ , ­ V ) 0 and lim inf d w , ­ V ) 0 such thatn n
 4no subsequence n of the natural numbers gi¨ es thatk
t [ t ( t ( ??? ( t ; k s 1, 2, 3, . . . , n [ 0, 1.6 .k n q1 n q2 n 0ky 1 ky1 k
satisfies
lim t w s lim ty1 ¨ , .  .2 ky1 n 2 k n2 ky1 2 ky1kª` kª`
lim t w s lim ty1 ¨ , 1.7 .  .  .2 k n 2 kq1 n2 k 2 kkª` kª`
 .  .then T w gi¨ en by 1.3 con¨erges locally uniformly in V to a constantn
function.
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Ã 4  4Remark. A natural choice for w and ¨ is w s ¨ s w g C _ ­ V.n n n n
 .For applications, though, the freedom of choice in the condition 1.7 may
turn out to be useful.
Theorem 1.3 covers, for instance, the situation in the following example.
 .  .  .EXAMPLE 1.1. Let t w [ 3w q 1 r w q 3 . Then t is a hyperbolic
linear fractional transformation with an attractive fixed point at 1 and a
repulsive fixed point at y1. It maps the unit disk U bijectively onto itself.
1 < < 4Moreover, it maps the disk D [ w g C : w y 1 - into itself with a2
2 .  < < 4contraction: t D ; w g C : w y 1 - . Let V [ U j D. Then t g7
1 n .  .  . M V with, for instance, « s . Still, t w [ t( t( ??? ( t w composi-« 4
.tions of n terms does not converge uniformly in V. It converges locally
Ã  4  .uniformly in C _ y1 and thus also in V to the constant function
 .a w s 1. It converges to y1 at the repulsive fixed point.
The problem is in some sense that V is chosen too big. If we set V [ D,
then the convergence to 1 is uniform in V.
 .  . We find that t w and t w converge if and only if n y2 ky1 n 2 k n kq12 ky1 2 k
. y1 .n ª `. Their limits are 1. The limit of t ¨ is, however, y1. Hencek k nk
 4  .there is no subsequence n such that 1.7 holds.k
2. PROOFS
w xThe following results from 5 are vital for our investigations. The first
X .  .one concerns the derivative T w of the functions given by 1.3 . Hencen
we do not allow that ` g V.
w x  .THEOREM A 5, Theorem 4.5 . Let t g M V for n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , wheren «
X .  <  . < 2 .V : C is open and « ) 0. Then T w r 1 q T w con¨erges to 0, locallyn n
uniformly with respect to the euclidean metric, for w g V.
w xTHEOREM B 5, Theorem 5.1 . Let t , T , V, and « be as in Theorem 1.1,n n
 .  .and assume that D [ lim T V has a positi¨ e chordal diameter. Thenn
 . y1 .i for each g f D, all limit points of T g are contained in ­ V.0 n 0
 .  .  .ii T w either con¨erges locally uniformly chordal metric for w gn
Ã ÃC _ ­ V or di¨ erges for all w g C _ ­ V.
Ãw xTHEOREM C 5, Theorem 4.4 . Let V : C be open, and let « ) 0. Then
 4  .e¨ery sequence t from M V has a subsequence which either con¨ergesn «
Ã  .uniformly in C to a t g M V or locally uniformly in V to a constant function«
 .chordal metric .
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 .Proof of Theorem 1.1. We want to prove that the chordal diameter dn
 .  .  4of D [ T V converges to 0 as n ª `. By 1.4 we know that d is an n n
nonincreasing sequence of positive numbers, and thus d [ lim d exists.n
ÃAssume that d ) 0, and let g g C _ D; D [ lim D , be arbitrarily0 n
 4chosen. Then it follows from Theorem B that all the limit points of g ;n
y1 .  4g [ T g , are contained in ­ V. On the other hand, let n be an n 0 k
 .  .subsequence of the natural numbers such that t w ª t w locally uni-nky1 .  .formly for w g V and T g ª w* g ­ V as k ª `, where t V : V.1 n 0k
y1  . y1 .  .Then T g s t (T g ª t w* since the convergence of t to t isn y1 0 n n 0 nk k k k
 .locally uniform in V . Since t w* f ­ V, this is a contradiction. Hence1
d s 0.
Proof of Corollary 1.2. Without loss of generality we assume that
 .t V : K for all n. Let V be an open set such that K : V : V : V.n 2 2 2
 .  .Then t g M V and t g M V for all n for some appropriately chosenn « 2 n «
 4« ) 0. Hence it follows from Theorem C that t has a subsequence whichn
Ã  .either converges uniformly in C to a t g M V or locally uniformly in V to«
 .a constant function. The limit function t maps t V : K : V , since the2 2
convergence is uniform in V . Hence it follows from Theorem 1.1 that2
 .  .   ..  .T w converges uniformly in V . Since T V s T t V : T V ,n 2 n ny1 n ny1 a
the result follows.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We consider first the case where ` f V. If
 .diam T V ª 0, then the result follows trivially, so assume thatn
y1 .  .diam T V ª d ) 0. As above, this means that T g approaches ­ Vn n 0
y1 .  .as n ª ` for g f D s lim T V . In particular, Z [ T ` approaches0 n n n
­ V, and thus Z / ` from some n on. We can therefore writen
T w s P q Q r w y Z from some n on. 2.1 .  .  .n n n n
X .  .2From Theorem A we know that the derivative T w s yQ r w y Zn n n
< <converges locally uniformly to 0 with respect to w g V. Since lim sup Zn
 4- `, this means that Q ª 0. Hence, it suffices to prove that Pn n
converges. Assume that this is not the case. Then there exists a subse-
 4quence n of the natural numbers such that the limitsk
Älim P s a , lim P s a , lim Z s Z, lim Z s ZÄn n n n2 k 2 kq1 2 k 2 kq1kª` kª` kª` kª`
2.2 .
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Ä Äexist, where a / a , Z g ­ V, and Z g ­ V. Z and Z are not necessarilyÄ
. y1  .distinct. Let t [ T (T for k s 1, 2, 3, . . . . Since T w skq1 n n n nk kq1 2 kq1 2 kq1
  ..  4T t w ª a / a for every sequence w bounded away fromÄn 2 kq1 n n2 k 2 kq1
  . .­ V , this means that lim t w y Z s 0. Similarly,k ª ` 2 kq1 n n2 kq 1 2 k
  . .lim t w y Z s 0. In other words,k ª` 2 k n n2 k 2 ky1
Älim t w s Z, lim t w s Z. 2.3 .  .  .2 kq1 n 2 k n2 kq1 2 kkª` kª`
y1  .  y1 .y1 . y1   ..On the other hand, t ¨ s T (T ¨ s T T ¨ skq1 n n n n n n nk k kq1 k kq1 k k
  . .   . .  4Z q Q r T ¨ y P . Since T ¨ y P ª 0 if ¨ isn n n n n n n n nkq 1 kq1 k k kq1 k k
 y1  . .bounded away from ­ V, this means that t ¨ y Z ª 0; i.e.,kq1 n nk kq1
y1 Ä y1lim t ¨ s Z, lim t ¨ s Z. 2.4 .  .  .2 kq1 n 2 k n2 k 2 ky1kª` kª`
 .  .2.3 and 2.4 contradict the conditions in Theorem 1.3. Hence a s a .Ä
If ` g V, we let w be a linear fractional transformation which rotates
 .the sphere such that ` f w V . We can apply the result obtained above to
y1 Ä y1Ä Ä Ä Ät [ w ( t (w . Since T [ t ( t ( ??? ( t s w (T (w , the result fol-n n n 1 2 n n
lows also in this case.
3. APPLICATION OF SYMMETRY
 .  . y1 .If t g M V , then t V : V, and thus also t W : W, where W [«
Ã   . .C _ V. W / B if M V / B. It is therefore meaningful to study the«
y1 . y1  .class M V of functions t with the property that t g M W . It was« «
w x y1 .demonstrated in 4, Remark R1.1.2 that M V need not be equal to«
 .  .M V if M V / B. Still we get more or less the same result for this classd d
 .of functions as for functions from M V . The reason is that we can prove«
analogues of Theorems A, B, and C for this class.
 4 y1 .  4LEMMA 3.1. Let t be a sequence of functions from M V . Then tn « n
Ã .has a subsequence which either con¨erges uniformly chordal metric in C to
y1 .a function t g M V for some « ) 0, or locally uniformly in V to aÄ«Ä
constant function.
y1 Ã .Proof. Since t g M W , where W [ C _ V, it follows from Theoremn «
 y14 y1C that t has a subsequence t which either converges uniformly to an nky1  . y1  .t g M W or locally uniformly in W to a constant. If t g M W , then« «
 . y1t g M V for some « ) 0. If t converges to a constant, then noÄ« nÄ k
subsequence of t can converge to a linear fractional transformation.nk
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Assume first that ` f V, and let V , V , . . . be the components of V. It is a0 1
consequence of Montel's theorem that t has a subsequence convergingnk
locally uniformly in V to a constant. This subsequence has a subsequence0
which converges locally uniformly to a constant in V , etc. It is a conse-1
w xquence of 6 that the constant limit is the same in every component. The
diagonal sequence or the last subsequence if V has only finitely many
.components is then the announced subsequence. If ` g V, the result
follows by a rotation of the sphere.
By means of Lemma 3.1 one can prove the following counterparts to
w xTheorem A and B by exactly the same methods as used in 3 .
y1 .LEMMA 3.2. Let t g M V for n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , where V : C is openn «
X .  <  . < 2 .and « ) 0. Then T w r 1 q T w con¨erges locally uniformly to 0 forn n
w g V.
y1 Ã .LEMMA 3.3. Let t g M V for n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , where V ; C is openn «
 .  .and « ) 0, and assume that D [ lim T V has a positi¨ e diameter. Then in
 .and ii in Theorem B still hold.
 .With these tools we find that the condition that all t g M V can ben «
y1 .replaced by the condition that all t g M V in the results of Section 1.n «
The proofs are essentially unaltered by this replacement.
y1 Ã .THEOREM 1.19. Let t g M V for n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , where V : C isn «
 y14open and « ) 0. If t has a subsequence which con¨erges in W to an 1
Ã Ã .function t* such that t* W : W, where W [ C _ V and W : C is an open1
  .4  . set containing W, then T w gi¨ en by 1.3 con¨erges uniformly withn
.respect to the chordal metric in V to a constant function.
 4Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1.1 we assume that d ) 0. Let nk
 y14be a subsequence of the natural numbers such that t converges locallynky1  .uniformly in W to t* and T g ª w* g ­ V as k ª `, where g g1 n y1 0 0kÃ y1 y1 y1 .  .  .C _ D. Then T g s t (T g ª t* w* f ­ V, a contradiction.n 0 n n y1 0k k k
ÃCOROLLARY 1.29. Let W : C be an open set, and let K be a compact
 4subset of W. Let t be a sequence of linear fractional transformations suchn
y1 Ã .   .4that t W : K for all n. Then T w con¨erges uniformly in V [ C _ Wn n
to a constant function.
Proof. Let W be an open set such that K : W : W : W. Then2 2 2
y1  . y1  .t g M W and t g M W for all n and appropriately chosen « ) 0,n « 2 n «
 y14and thus t has a subsequence converging locally uniformly in W to an
 .  .transformation t* which maps t* W : K : W . Hence T w converges2 2 n
Ãuniformly in V [ C _ W by Theorem 1.19. The result follows, therefore,2 2
since V : V .2
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y1 Ã .THEOREM 1.39. Let t g M V for n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , where V : C isn «
 4  4open and « ) 0. If there exist two sequences ¨ and w with the propertiesn n
 .  .described in Theorem 1.3, then T w gi¨ en by 1.3 con¨erges locally uni-n
formly in V to a constant function.
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